
PROMOTION OF SPORTS IN INDIA ESSAYS

Sports in India include both indoor games like chess, snooker, and playing cards and . Now days, government is also
promoting sports by different means.

Above all sports facilities are not provided to the young children in big cities. Notable Features One notable
feature of the Indian sports is that their organised and systematic development took place only during the
post-Independence period. In a nutshell, SAI has been endeavouring to achieve what was enjoined upon the
Government in the first ever National Sports Policy announced in  Though his world record of 10, runs in
Tests was subsequently broken by Allan Border of Australia, the Indian maestro still holds the world record of
34 centuries in Tests. Commercialization of sports helps to promote the sports among the local people and
help to aware the people about the sports. This will make us feel proud to be Indians and we will be inclined to
support and cheer for our sportsmen and sportswomen who are representing India in various international
competitions. Need of sports Sports help in the nourishment of our life in many and different ways. We see a
spurt in sport management programmes, sports medicines, sports tourism and affiliated sectors. Some of the
rulers of the erstwhile princely states were keen followers of polo and cricket and alongside them also
patronised professional wrestlers. Moreover, most of the medals were bagged either by our Hockey team or by
our wrestlers. Some of the other adventure sports in India are paragliding, skating, skiing and rappelling.
Utilize schools The best way to develop sports at the grassroots level is to integrate it as a goal for schools to
pursue. The Ganga near Rishikesh in Uttarakhand is a popular spot for whitewater rafting. The sports
competitions should be given much publicity and should be organized on a grand scale. Athletes have been
much below the standard and since the Olympic Games started India has been able to bag hardly a few gold
medals. There are a lot of sports for which you just need some open space and equipment, but to pursue any
sport in an organized manner, one needs proper facilities to play. There should be playgrounds in every colony
and every child should have a free access to it. In badminton, Saina Nehwal is the fourth best player in the
world. It was a unique feat which no other pair could accomplish in the open tennis era. Those who practice it
have to develop acrobatic capabilities, when using swords or knives to attack their adversaries, and even an
unarmed exponent who can be a force to reckon with. Till we make a definite policy for developing sports in
India, simple training and coaching will not help them. India is a country of more than 1 billion people, inspite
of this we hardly win any medals at the Olympic games, and rarely win a gold medal. In a fast-developing
country like India, there is a dire need to encourage non-traditional businesses which have a great potential to
flourish and contribute to the country's GDP. The first edition of IPL took place in  Despite our huge size in
terms of population, we have not been able to leave our impact on international sports. It must also provide
wearables, sensors, and nutrition as per the requirement of the sport and the sportsperson.


